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Body: Aims: to estimate the prevalence of chronic respiratory symptoms(CRS) and relation with ventilatory
parameters in a environment with occupational exposure to inhalatory noxes; Material and method:
epidemiologic crossectional study on 539 workers Constanta harbor,aged between17-65 years(mean 42,95)
male 88,7%,without prior respiratory diseases;data were collected by CRSQ,self reported exposure,
smoking habit, history of exposure,spirometry; Results: 87,4% exposed at least to one noxe; predominated
exposure to dust 75,5%;exposure time more than 20 years in 59,2%; exposure high and very high in 42,8%;
smokers 56,2%,exsmokers 13,7%;symptoms occurred in 55%:chronic cough in 45%(OR=2,3), phlegm in
40,6%(OR=1,03), dyspneea 22,8 % OR=1,5 (gr≥2 only 32,6%)-all predominated in exposed and smokers;
wheezing 12,8%-predominated in nonsmokers; spirometric parameters were lower in symptomatic
significant for exposed; cough, dyspneea grade≥ 2 and wheezing were associated with low averages of
FEV1,FEF50(p<0,001); FEV1 means were lower in high exposed; 78,3% had normal spirometry;17,4%
obstructive dysfunction(OD), 2,8% restrictive dysfunction(RD) ;OD was correlated with high exposure and
>20 years exposure; ventilatory dysfunctions higher in symptomatics(OR=5,7 for high exposed); cough and
dyspneea were strong associated(corr=0,46 ;p<0,0001) with distal OD(OR=3,9); Conclusions: the
prevalence of CRS was high, related to exposure and smoking; chronic cough and dyspneea≥2 were more
predictive for ventilatory dysfunctions; obstructive dysfunctions are predominant in occupational
environment, in relation with level and time of exposure.
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